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In commemoration of its second anniversary as a town, in 1940, boosters in Greenhills,
Ohio, published a marketing booklet titled: Greenhills: A Community For Wholesome Living.
Printed on the first page of this document is a collage, where a picture of a boy scout was cut,
pasted, and positioned front and center in his military style uniform, including shined shoes, knee
high socks, a neatly pressed khaki uniform, neckerchief, and flat hat, standing tall and playing a
bugle. Carefully selected and arranged next to the boy scout was a serviceman proudly marching
with the American flag on his shoulder. Featured on the edges of the page were more white
faces: boys and girls happily playing and swimming at the community pool, men at work, a
woman smiling and cradling her child, and even dogs walking in a parade.1 During this early,
formative year for the community, Greenhills’ boosters sent a clear message through this
publication to residents and the larger public: Greenhills was an ideal American community and
the perfect place to raise a family, free of the corrupting influences and environmental dangers of
the urban core. The focal point of their message was one of the most popular volunteer
organizations in American history: The Boy Scouts of America (BSA).2
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Figure 1. A boy scout, representing the self-reliance and moral character of Greenhills’ youth. Greenhills: A
Community For Wholesome Living, [1940?]. The personal papers of Anne Delano Steinert.
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According to historian Joseph L. Arnold, one of the major criticisms of the New Deal
era’s greenbelt towns, including Greenhills, was that “they were part of a sinister plan to impose
foreign, socialist, or communist ways of life on the American people or at least that they forced
unwanted regimentation by being planned.”3 This argument implied that by building a publicly
funded and planned community, the government was interfering with the free market and private
property rights, and as a result, challenged American values. To counter this negative publicity,
the Resettlement Administration closely followed its critics, and responded with its own
propaganda, including “a stream of press releases and illustrated pamphlets” to sway public
opinion--on which the funding and ultimate success of the program depended--in the
government’s favor.4 Faced with these accusations that the community was unAmerican, it is not
surprising that Boy Scout Troop 400, chartered on July 31, 1938, was formed during Greenhills’
first year and sponsored by its residents. Not only did Greenhills’ boosters argue that “[w]ith the
woods and fields that spread around the community [in the town’s greenbelt], it is ideal for Boy
Scouts,” but as the scout’s central placement in the anniversary booklet suggests, there were
public relations benefits as well.5
In 1908, British army officer Robert Baden-Powell published Scouting for Boys, an
instructional handbook in self-reliance, military discipline, and survival skills that “army
officers, educators, and missionaries” utilized to spread the scouting movement throughout the
British empire.6 According to historian Benjamin René Powell, scouting also spread rapidly in
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“such disparate nations as France, Russia, Turkey, Argentina, South Africa, and Japan.”7 In the
United States, instead of the battlefield, the BSA worked to prepare young men for the modern
corporate workforce by blending ideals of hard work and self-reliance in nature with scientific
management and corporate loyalty. As a result, the BSA expanded into a dominant cultural force
and shaper of masculine values, gaining broad support in business, government, and civil circles.
Its early supporters included diverse personalities, from former President Theodore Roosevelt
and the Rockefeller family, to Progressive reformer Jacob Riis and socialist labor leader Eugene
Debs.8 The BSA’s reach was remarkable, and through its efficient management and the aid of a
federal charter in 1916, the organization greatly surpassed or absorbed its competitor youth
organizations, serving “over 4 million American boys and nearly 1 million American men
between 1910 and 1930.”9 By the early years of the Great Depression, the BSA became the
premier scouting organization in the nation. By developing its Boy Scouts program early on,
Greenhills was showing the American public that rather than being a community infiltrated by
radicals, it was raising America’s next generation of young white men with the most virtuous and
masculine standards of the day through the Boy Scouts of America. However, the version of
masculinity taught on the ground to Greenhills’ Boy Scouts was not a uniform curriculum passed
down through the BSA’s hierarchy. Instead, it was a fluid set of ideals that changed based on
local leadership.
During the development of its greenbelt towns, the federal government developed
cooperative agreements for land use by scout troops, which strongly suggests the government’s
favorable opinion of the BSA for their social contributions, development of young men, and
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potential for positive public relations.10 This certainly was true for President Franklin Roosevelt,
who first joined the organization in 1921, when he accepted the chair position of the BSA’s
Greater New York City Council, and from 1922-1937, served as president of the Boy Scout
Foundation of Greater New York.11 In Greenhills, the scouts enjoyed 57.8 acres, land leased to
them in 1943 for one dollar for a twenty year period.12 On this land the community pitched in
and built a scout cabin with wood from nearby abandoned structures and “utility poles,” which
early resident Wendel Fisher recalled being “donated by [the] telephone company and electric
company.”13 Unfortunately for Greenhills’ preservationists, this scout cabin, including its “big
stone walk in fireplace” and “big front porch,” was destroyed in the 1980s.14 According to
Fisher, “Somebody set it on fire. Course by the time the fire department got there it was fully
engulfed.”15 As a community effort, the cabin was symbolic of the values of the BSA and the
Greenhills community. If the teaching of masculine values from men (scoutmasters) to boys
(scouts) was one of the primary goals of the Boy Scouts, then this was also embodied in the
cabin’s construction by the town’s fathers for their sons.16 Fisher, whose brother was active in
scouting, also remembered, “Dad going up and working on that, putting that cabin up.”17
Mothers were also involved, but in following the gender norms of the era and those practiced
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within Greenhills, they “went to the [cabin] area with baskets of food for picnic
supper.”18According to one Greenhills’ publication, it was the community’s belief that
“[s]couting has opened an endless field of opportunities for boys to become better citizens.
Through its oath, its laws and its motto, an excellent pattern of living is set.”19 As a result of
community efforts, including men’s labor, women’s support, and municipal donation, the scout
cabin served Greenhills’ residents for several decades. However, more importantly than physical
space in the of shaping young men were skills and values. In Greenhills, Scoutmasters utilized
the surrounding greenbelt, where they could train Boy Scouts in survival and self-reliance
without leaving their community.
According to historian Benjamin René Jordan, compared to the BSA’s British and global
counterparts, “Scouting in America . . . was much more centralized, modern, and adult led,” and
in Greenhills, adult leadership was particularly important because a boy scout’s experience was
heavily shaped by his scoutmaster.20 For example, former resident Louis Steinert recalled that
“our boy scout leader wasn’t interested in merit badges so there were no eagle scouts in my
troop. He was more interested in going outside and communing with nature and doing camping
and hiking and things like that . . . so I never got above the tenderfoot rank.”21 Although Steinert
remembered Jim Steinway as his troop leader, his recollection could also apply to scoutmaster
Mike Weber.22 According to a history of Troop 433, “In the mid-50s, under the guidance of
Scoutmaster Mike Weber, Troop 433 was well known for its Indian lore and Indian dance team .
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. . Mostly overnight campouts were the order of the day during this 1954-59 period.”23 In sharp
contrast to Steinert’s experience were the Boy Scouts tutored under Hank Pence in Troop 433. In
1978, a dinner was held in Pence’s honor for leading his fiftieth Boy Scout to the rank of Eagle
Scout, which suggests a strong record of merit badge focused scouting. Not coincidentally,
Pence’s reception was held at the Native American themed restaurant Schuller’s Wigwam at
6210 Hamilton Ave. in Cincinnati, where according to a 1965 menu, patrons could order a
“Mohican French-fried Seafood Platter Deluxe” or a “12-ounce Squaw Steak Special.”24 The
scouting movement in America has a long history of appropriating Native American culture and
symbols to teach Anglo American ideals about masculinity, including the Woodcraft Indians, an
early competitor of the BSA that taught “self-reliance by reliving the primitive life of Indians,”
and later the Order of the Arrow, a Native American themed scout group that formed in 1915 and
was slowly adopted into the BSA from 1922-1948.25 By the mid-1950s, under the direction of
scoutmaster Mike Weber, the Order of the Arrow was introduced to Troop 433, which, according
to the Greenhills Tribune, was a “secret scout honor organization,” thus solidifying outdoor
survival skills as the highest expression of manhood for Greenhills’ Boy Scouts.26
In June 1955, Greenhills’ Troop 433, sponsored by the Kiwanis Club, staged a “PowWow” with the theme ‘“A Day in an Indian Village”’ for the community. To put on the
“mammoth Indian spectacle,” the Boy Scouts were aided by the Girl Scouts, Cub Scouts, and
Brownies, which were also highly popular youth organizations in Greenhills. Scoutmaster Weber
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directed the pageant, which according to the Greenhills Journal, was an exhibition of “Indian
families engaged in their usual village, hunting, playing, and dancing activities.” Not only did the
estimated 1,200 attendees witness the recreated village and performance, but they could purchase
“Authentic Indian souvenirs.” Further suggesting the symbol of the Indian and his self-reliance
in nature as the highest bar of masculinity for Greenhills’ Boy Scouts was the show’s nighttime
climax: “[A]n Indian War Dance.”27
By the Great Depression, the BSA had absorbed or dramastically surpassed all of its
American scouting competitors, but as the diversity of Boy Scout experiences in Greenhills
suggests, its teachings about masculinity were not necessarily uniform, and were heavily
influenced by the scoutmaster’s leadership. Weber leaned towards the Order of the Arrow’s
component of the BSA’s program, which according to its handbook claimed The Scouts “pick up
the lore and tradition of the American Indians and glorify them today. The Indian was a lover of
the open air and his culture is ours to preserve. It is to be hoped that one of our greatest
achievements will be the strengthening of the Scout movement as an out-of-doors experience.”28
The handbook continued that “still too large a percentage of our troops and Explorer units are not
camping . . . For out of life in the open comes a precious ingredient which our country and any
country needs if it is to survive--self-reliance that makes men strong in any time of stress.”29 If
Steinert’s experience in the Boy Scouts was a well-intentioned, but deeply misguided and
consumer-driven approach to Native American spirituality that served the needs of white
Americans, other Greenhills scouts experienced the modern ideology of the Boy Scouts--the side
that prepared boys not just for camping retreats, but for careers in corporations and government.
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Figure 2. A Greenhills scout troop called “Little Indians” with their mothers and scout leaders in Greenhills: A
Community For Wholesome Living, [1940]. The buying and selling of “Native” clothing, like the feathered
headbands worn above, was prevalent at the Greenhills Pow Wow and in the larger Order of the Arrow organization.
In the Order of the Arrow Handbook (1963), one advertisements sold “Indian Ceremonial Costume Kits,” including
a “War Bonnet Kit” and an “Apache Headdress Kit,” which were available through “your local scout distributor” of
the “Boy Scouts of America National Service Supply Division.”

Early resident Stephen Tucker, whose father, Lawrence Tucker, was the first Community
Manager for Greenhills, participated in the Explorer Scouts as a teenager, and recalled that “one
[field trip] that stands out in my memory was going to an air force base in Columbus and getting
a ride in what was the brand new air force combat transportation cargo plane. So that was at
fourteen or so that was really quite an experience.”30 By flying in a “brand new” military aircraft,
Tucker and his peers experienced the power and wonder of American technology, which was a
drastically different educational message from camping in the town’s greenbelt or hosting a
“Pow-Wow.” By 1969, under the leadership of Tom Donahue, Aaron Grady, and Ferd Hersman,
the “emphasis was placed on aviation” in the Explorer Scouts, helping the organization keep
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pace with a rapidly changing world.31 According to Jordan, it was this approach to modernization
that led to the BSA’s dominance in American scouting: “The Woodcraft Indians and Sons of
Daniel Boone offered independent groups of boys the chance to learn self-reliance . . . but they
provided little in terms of adult male leadership or training for modern living. The Boy Scouts of
America quickly emerged as the dominant voluntary organization in the youth and camping field
by using adult leadership of regulated troops to teach modern manhood and practical civic
leadership.”32 During the Progressive Era, white male supremacy was challenged by the suffrage
movement, urbanization and the Great Migration, the automation of labor, and increased political
and social competition with minority communities. The BSA stepped in to “[ensure] its many
adherents’ superiority and confidence rather than their anxiety,” by remaking white masculinity
as a combination of self-reliance and modern values.33 In Greenhills, nobody, perhaps, embodied
this dual approach to making confident men out of nervous boys than scoutmaster Hank Pence.
According to one local history, “Troop 433 has built a reputation that is unsurpassed for
advancement; for an annual “Big Trip”; and for year-round camping and hiking activities. This
Troop has consistently generated new Eagle Scouts, the highest rank that can be achieved by
youth in Scouting.”34 This ambitious and regimented program, which peaked in 1970 with an
enrollment of 72 scouts, was led from 1962-1964 and 1966-1983 by scoutmaster Pence, who was
awarded the Outstanding Scoutmaster Award from Cincinnati’s Dan Beard Council in 1975. In
1963, Pence established the “Big Trip,” 7-9 day backpacking adventures, for scouts in Troop 433
who had earned specific merit badges and rank advancement. In 1966, Troop 433 also had nine
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of the first fifty-eight scouts in the country to earn the brand new merit badge in metallurgy.35 In
adulthood, however, it was not the merit badges they earned that scouts remembered about
Pence, known to them as the “‘Old Bear,” but how he shaped their masculinity by preparing
them for their future careers and the trials of adulthood.36
Occasionally, Pence motivated his scouts with tough love. One former Eagle Scout wrote
to Pence, “Thank you from the bottom of my heart for your support and that occasional size 10
up my fanny when I was slacking off.”37 Others, however, recalled him more tenderly: “You
were always [author’s emphasis] right there at the center, anchoring everything with your steady
nature . . . And when I think of you, it’s not your no-bullshit attitude or your abilities at
organizing that impress me most, but your love and compassion.”38 It was this flexibility in
character that epitomized the modern BSA, and these values are also reflected in the diverse lives
and careers of Pence’s Eagle Scouts. After leaving Greenhills, Rob Dobson moved to the
“Arizona desert” to work as a “dancer, artist-craftsman, and professional masseur . . . it’s been a
very unconventional life . . . but a very satisfying one.”39 Neil Stillman studied geology at Purdue
University, which helped launch his career as a geophysicist exploring oil and gas for the Shell
Company. It was his years in scouting that first sparked his interest in geology, he noted in a
letter to Pence. Mike Derge also thanked Pence for his professional success, believing that his
achievement as an Eagle Scout helped him secure a pilot’s scholarship from Air Force ROTC,
and even prepared him for military training, “The survival training I went through at Charleston
35
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Air Force Base was like a picnic compared to any of the big trips to Oba [in Canada], he
wrote.”40 As these few lives suggest, Pence’s approach to scouting was multifaceted, and
reflective of the modern values of the BSA.
During the BSA’s early years in Greenhills, scoutmasters Mike Weber and Jim Steinway
appropriated Native American culture for, in the words of Louis Steinert, the purposes of
“communing with nature.”41 Although this tradition is largely reflects early scouting values,
including the Woodcraft Indians and the Sons of Daniel Boone, it never disappeared from
scouting. In Greenhills, the Order of the Arrow, which Weber introduced in the mid-1950s,
endured for decades as a popular and a prestigious component of Troop 433, particularly for
Eagle Scouts.42 Through its camping and hiking programs, and the construction of the Boy
Scout’s cabin, Greenhills’ early BSA troops helped share the outdoors with the larger
community. Although Stanley Wernz was never a boy scout, he remembered fondly that during a
school program, “we spent two nights out there [at the scout cabin] . . . we were all there, did
fishing and played games.”43 Later, under Pence’s leadership, the Greenhills’ BSA stressed
advancement through merit badges, which helped prepare young people to climb the career
ladder in corporations and government, while building on the rugged individualism learned from
hiking, camping, and canoeing.44 These differences, including the focus on aviation and
technology in the Greenhills’ Explorer Scouts, reveal how despite being under the same BSA
umbrella, teachings of masculinity changed over time and were significantly influenced by the
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interests of local scoutmasters. From the 1950s to the 1970s, however, Greenhills’ BSA
increasingly embraced modernity, which helped the organization grow in popularity in the
community.
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